SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY AND VISUAL RESOURCES (in English):
THE UCA MARTYRS, ARCHBISHOP ROMERO,
THE FOUR CHURCHWOMEN
AND THE CHURCH OF THE POOR IN CENTRAL AMERICA

The UCA Martyrs

The UCA killings.


By and about the UCA martyrs.


**The UCA.**


*Cf. essays in *Toward a Society that Serves Its People*, Hassett and Lacey, eds. (above).*

**Films and Videos**


**"Good News from El Salvador, Fr. Jon Sobrino, S.J."** Reflections on the murder of six Jesuit priests and two women in San Salvador in November 1989. The address covers such issues as keeping the martyrs alive, touching the idols, being human and solidarity. Produced by CAFOD (England), Catholic Relief Services (USA), Trocaire (Ireland), etc.

A new video has been produced for the tenth anniversary of the UCA martyrs and can be acquired by contacting the Jesuit Curia in Rome.

*Enemies of War*, a film by Esther Cassidy (1999), covers the legacy of the martyrs in El Salvador during the last 9 years. It should be aired by PBS, but you can get an uncut version from Esther even now at: <amerinda@spacelab.net>.

**El Salvador and Central America:**
General Background, U.S. Involvement, Church of the Poor


*Tommie Sue Montgomery.


Films and videos.
School of Assassins, narrated by Susan Sarandon, 1995 Academy Award Nominee. Available from Maryknoll World Productions.

"Massacre at El Mozote." 60 Minutes documentary, ca. 1993.

Archbishop Oscar Romero


Margaret Swedish, "Archbishop Romero and His Commitment to the Church," 1999.

**Films and videos.**

**Ita, Maura, Dorothy and Jean**

Judith M. Noone, M.M. *The Same Fate as the Poor*. 2d edn. Orbis, 1994. The Story of Maryknoll sisters Ita Ford, Maura Clarke and Carla Priette


**Films and videos.**


**Sobrino and Ellacuría**


**NOTE:** Several works are available from Orbis at Maryknoll, New York. These can be acquired via e-mail: <mferrera@maryknoll.org> or <orbcustsvc@aol.com> or <orbisbook@aol.com>. Similarly, EPICA can be contacted via e-mail at: <epica@igc.org>.